**I. Settings**

1. Night, clouds  
2. Snow, rain  
3. Sea, water  
4. Mountains, valleys  
5. Forests, woods  
6. Plains, fields  
7. Desert, barren  
8. Alien world  
9. Spaceship  

10. **City**  
11. Skyscraper  
12. Suburb  
13. Housing project  

14. **Rural**  
15. Farm  
16. Road  
17. Cave, tunnel  
18. Bridge  
19. Monument  

20. **Home/Apartment**  
21. Bedroom  
22. Living Room  
23. Kitchen  
24. Bath  

25. **Office**  
26. Hotel  
27. Restaurant  
28. Bar, club  
29. Factory, industry  
30. Warehouse  
31. Mall, store  
32. Church  
33. Government building  
34. School  
35. Laboratory  
36. Arena, stadium  
37. Abandoned building

**II. Characters**

1. Aristocrat, elite  
2. Politician  
3. Boss, manager  
4. Doctor  
5. Psychologist  
6. Scientist  
7. Engineer  
8. Journalist  
9. Pilot  
10. Soldier  
11. Police Officer  
12. Laborer  
13. **Savage, wild**  
14. Mutant, monster  
15. Cyborg  
16. Sim  
17. Clone  
18. Android  
19. Robot  
20. **Alien, other**  
21. Woman  
22. Child

**III. Catastrophic Events**

1. Extinction  
2. Apocalypse  
3. **Natural disaster**  
4. Cooling, warming  
5. **Manmade disaster**  
6. Exhausted resources  
7. Pollution  
8. Global Warfare  
9. **Alien Invasion**  
10. **Chemical**  
11. Solid, liquid, gas  
12. **Biological**  
13. Plague, disease  
14. **Radioactive**  
15. Sickness, mutation  
16. **Nuclear**  
17. Holocaust, destruction  
18. **Psychological**  
19. **Psychological**  
20. **Psychological**

**IV. Future Technologies**

1. **Imaginary** powers  
2. Teleportation  
3. Time Travel  
4. Telepathy  
5. **Physical** powers  
6. Genetic Engineering  
7. **Mental** powers  
8. Artificial Intelligence  
9. Horse power  
10. Water power  
11. Steam power  
12. Petrol power  
13. Electrical power  
14. Nuclear power  
15. Fusion  
16. Rail  
17. Elevators, escalators  
18. Auto cars, bikes  
19. Airplanes, copters  
20. Spacecraft  
21. Swords and knives  
22. Bombs  
23. Guns  
24. Artillery  
25. Rays  
26. Writing  
27. Photography  
28. Telephony  
29. Film  
30. Radio  
31. Television  
32. Video  
33. Computers  
34. Video games  
35. Online WWW  
36. Virtual Reality